NOTICES

FIELD DAY MEETING
The Recreation Board will hold a meeting for all Field Day Marshals and Ushers on Thursday, October 29, at 5:00 p.m., in Rooms 10-05. Duties of duties will be explained and badges will be distributed. All Marshals and Ushers are requested to attend.

RELIGIOUS SPEAKER
"Why I Believe The Bible" is the topic of this meeting to be held in the Memorial Chapel at 7:45 p.m. on Wednesday, October 28. The meeting is sponsored by the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.

S.E.R.V.E.M.E.N.T.S. TASK
Professor D. K. Campbell, of the Department of Electrical Engineering, will give a talk on hermeneutics today at 3:00 p.m. in Room 8-305. The talk, sponsored by AIEEE, will be supplemented with slides.

FOOTBALL TICKETS
Reserved seats for the Cranbrook-Detroit game on October 30 may be purchased at the T.C.A. Ticket Service up until 5:00 p.m. in Room 1-190. Reserved seats for the Harvard-Davidson game at 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, October 30. Tickets for the Harvard-Davidson game on Sat. Nov. 1 may also be purchased until 5 p.m. on Room 1-31.

NOTICE
MATHEMATICS SOCIETY
Dr. S. Wolfson will give a talk on the motions of the bodies of functions from physical considerations with the help of a Fall Experiment. Tuesday, Oct. 28, Faculty Lounge, 3rd floor, Hayden Library, 4:00-5:00 p.m. Refreshments will be served.

L.S.C. MOVIE
The "Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" starring Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce will be given by the Lectures Series Committee. The movie will be shown in Room 3-270 at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. Admission is forty cents.

PHYSICS SOCIETY
The Physics Society will hold their business meeting and elections today at 5:00 p.m. in Room 1-149.

Through the Mail
(Continued from Page 1)

I recall I do not open my mail. I think very highly of all of them. I am sure that not even the most transcendental letter written by me will have any effect upon its content. I am sure that not even the most transcendental letter written by me will have any effect upon its content.

Apologies! I have nothing personally against anyone first in order to quote anything that I read. I am not interested in the question of whether I am interested in their conclusions or in their contents. I am not interested in the question of whether I am interested in their conclusions or in their contents.

APT CIGARS and Accessory Organs not Adversely Affected by Smoking Chesterfields

FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

A responsible consulting organization has reported the results of a continuing study by a competent medical specialist and his staff on the effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

A group of people from various walks of life was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six months this group of men and women smoked their normal amount of Chesterfields—10 to 40 a day. 45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields constantly from one to thirty years for an average of 10 years each.

At the beginning and at the end of the six-month period each smoker was given a thorough examination, including X-ray pictures, by the medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, ears and throat.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated: "It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the six months period by smoking the cigarettes provided."

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR CHESTERFIELD—WHETHER YOU LIKE EM OR MUCH MILDENER
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